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CONSPECTUS. The development of effective autonomous micro/nanomotors relies on 
controlling fluid motion at interfaces. One of the main challenges in the engineering of such 
artificial machines is the quest for efficient mechanisms to power them without using external 
driving forces. In the last decade, there has been an important upraise of man-made 
micro/nanomotors fueled by self-generated physicochemical gradients. Impressive proofs of 
concept of multitasking machines have been reported demonstrating their capabilities for a 
plethora of applications. While the progress toward applications is promising, there are still open 
questions on fundamental physicochemical aspects behind the mechanical actuation, which 
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require more experimental and theoretical efforts. These efforts are not merely academic, but 
will open the door for an efficient and practical implementation of such promising devices. 
In this account we focus on chemically driven motors whose motion is the result of a complex 
interplay of chemical reactions and (electro)hydrodynamic phenomena. A reliable study of these 
processes is rather difficult with mobile objects like swimming motors. However, pumps, which 
are the immobilized motor counterparts, emerge as simple manufacturing and well-defined 
platforms for a better experimental probing of the mechanisms and key parameters controlling 
the actuation. 
Here we review some recent studies using a new methodology which has turned out to be very 
helpful to characterize micropump chemomechanics.  The aim was to identify the redox role of 
the motor components, to map the chemical reaction and to quantify the relevant electrokinetic 
parameters (e.g., electric field and fluid flow).  This was achieved by monitoring the velocity of 
differently charged tracers and by fluorescence imaging of the chemical species involved in the 
chemical reaction, e.g., proton gradients. We applied these techniques to different systems of 
interest. First, we probed bimetallic pumps as counterparts of the pioneering bimetallic 
swimmers. We corroborated that fluid motion was due to a self-generated electro-osmotic 
mechanism driven by the redox decomposition of H2O2. In addition, we analysed by simulations 
the key parameters that yield an optimized operation. Moreover, we accomplished a better 
assessment of the importance of surface chemistry on the metal electrochemical response, 
highlighting its relevance in controlling the redox role of the metals and motion direction. 
Second, we focused on metallic/semiconductor micropumps to analyze light-controlled motion 
mechanisms through photoelectrochemical decomposition of fuels. These pumps were driven by 
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visible light and could operate using just water as fuel.  In these systems, we found a very 
interesting competition between two different mechanisms for fluid propulsion, namely light-
activated electro-osmosis and light-insensitive diffusio-osmosis, stemming from different 
chemical pathways in the fuel decomposition. In this case, surface roughness becomes a pivotal 
parameter to enhance/depress one mechanism over the other.  
These examples demonstrate that pumps are practical platforms to inquire operating mechanisms 
and to quantify their performance. Additionally, they are suitable systems to test novel fuels or 
motor materials. This knowledge is extensible to swimmers providing not only fundamental 
understanding of their locomotion mechanisms but also useful clues for their design and 
optimization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The engineering of self-propelled micro/nanomachines with the capability to emulate the 
complex functionalities of biological systems has become a research line of growing interest 
since the pioneering studies at the beginning of this millennium1,2. These micro/nanomachines, 
which generate and harness local physico-chemical gradients to drive their own motion, show 
potential to become autonomous multi-tasking micro/nanorobots as one of the long-awaited 
challenges of nanotechnology3-6. The number of studies highlighting different potential 
applications of micro/nanoswimmers is remarkable.  It has been demonstrated that they can 
capture, transport and deliver loads7, target specific environments8, image9, sense10 and 
neutralize/degrade (bio)chemicals11-13 or induce collective behaviors14 (Fig.1). Similarly, 
although to a lesser extent, micropumps sharing the same working principles as microswimmers, 
are envisioned as smart devices for manipulating and guiding fluid flows. Proof of concept 
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experiments have placed micropumps as promising platforms for providing controlled mass 
release, mass transport/ accumulation/clearance, for material patterning at precise locations or for 
sensing applications by triggering fluid motion when adding certain chemical analytes (Fig.2)15-
17. Although demonstrations in real-life applications are still missing, it is expected that 
swimming motors and pumps will have an important impact on microfluidics, lab-on-a chip 
devices, nanomedicine and environmental remediation.  
 
Figure 1. Different tasks performed by micro/nanoswimmers: a) cargo load, transport and 
delivery at targeting places; b) mobile chemical reactors for degrading/neutralizing chemical 
species; c) sensors which can be activated in the presence of certain chemical species; d) particle 
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recruitment or exclusion as a consequence of the interaction of their self-generated chemical 
gradients.     
 
Figure 2. Different tasks performed by micropumps: a) mass transport, clearance, 
accumulation or self-assembly at specific locations; b) delivery of trapped materials with fluid 
flow activation; c) pumps modified with receptors acting as fluid motion-based sensors (e.g. 
fluid pumping can be triggered when the interaction of a receptor with a ligand generates a 
chemical gradient).  
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Although the proofs of concept have been significant, the progress on the comprehension of the 
physicochemical fundamentals behind the self-generated actuation of swimmers/pumps has been 
more moderate. In many cases, the precise motion mechanism is still not unambiguously 
identified, and the key physicochemical parameters are not well-characterized.  A complete and 
deep understanding of such issues would help to improve the control levels for applications and 
to better assess perspectives and challenges.  
Different self-propulsion mechanisms can be operating in these machines depending on their 
composition, shape, size, fuel nature and concentration. The main mechanisms triggered by 
chemical reactions are summarized in Fig.3.  
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Figure 3. Schematics of different chemically propelled mechanisms in a) swimmers and b) 
pumps. 
Bubble propulsion of swimmers relies on gas bubble formation from the chemical decomposition 
of a fuel at the motor catalyst interface5. Typical examples are Janus microparticles and tubular 
motors fueled by the decomposition of H2O2 into water and oxygen. A recoil force is generated 
due to a momentum change upon oxygen bubble detachment from the catalyst surface.  
The alternatives to bubble propulsion are phoretic mechanisms driven by physicochemical 
gradients. In particular, at isothermal conditions, three different mechanisms can take place: 
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neutral diffusiophoresis (concentration gradient of neutral solutes), ionic diffusiophoresis 
(gradient of salt or ionic species) and electrophoresis (electric potential gradient)18. Typically, 
these mechanisms are triggered by externally imposed gradients. However, in the case of 
swimmers/pumps, the goal is that these gradients are generated by the own motor from chemical 
reactions19. 
In the case of neutral diffusiophoresis, the motion direction and speed depend on the liquid 
interaction with the motor surface. In the simplest case of excluded volume interactions, a fluid 
flow directed toward higher solute concentration is induced, leading to motor motion in the 
opposite direction18. For ionic diffusiophoresis, the chemomechanical actuation depends on both 
chemiphoretic and electrophoretic contributions. The chemiphoretic contribution, due to pressure 
unbalance at the double layer, always induces liquid flow toward lower ion concentration. The 
electrophoretic effect arises as a consequence of having different ion diffusion coefficients in the 
solution which build up an electric field. Such electric field triggers a fluid flow at the motor 
interface whose direction depends on the electric field sign and the motor surface charge. The net 
fluid flow and motor direction are finally determined by the balance of these two contributions18. 
Swimmer propulsion by pure electrophoresis can be generated when half redox reactions are 
induced separately at different places of the motor19. The production and consumption of ionic 
species at different motor locations induce an electric field which triggers the fluid flow at the 
motor interface. This mechanism is discussed in more detail later.   
The same mechanisms operate in micropumps, under the name of electro- and diffusio-
osmosis19-21. A pump can be considered as an immobilized motor, with the fluid flowing relative 
to its interface triggered by electric potential or concentration gradients.  
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In contrast to traditional phoretic mechanisms driven by externally imposed gradients, self-
generated phoretic motion involves an additional parameter: the chemical reaction. The chemical 
reaction is now coupled to the equations governing mass/charge transport, electric field and fluid 
flow which make the overall understanding of motion  more  complex22,23. Moreover, the 
analysis and quantification of a moving object such as a swimming motor makes its study rather 
challenging. As a consequence, there are still many unsolved questions regarding even which is 
the dominant mechanism driving these systems. A significant example is the still ongoing debate 
on whether Janus swimmers, made of a half insulator and half metal catalyst, move by electro or 
diffusiophoresis24,25.   
In this context, catalytic pumps emerge as model systems for better probing the mechanism 
controlling phoretic motion. Effective experimental methods can be implemented more easily to 
spatially quantify the key parameters involved in such coupled processes (i.e., chemical rates and 
gradients, electric fields, fluid flow, zeta potential, etc.). Moreover, catalytic pumps have the 
advantage of being better defined and controlled from the point of view of component shape, 
size, surface chemical composition and roughness, which are important aspects affecting the 
catalytic motion and not so easy to control in swimmers.  
Accordingly, in this review we recapitulate on a combined set of techniques that we have 
implemented to study chemically propelled micropumps. These techniques have turned out to be 
very useful for extracting physicochemical parameters and to achieve a more complete 
characterization of the mechanisms driving fluid motion. We have used these tools to unravel 
bimetallic pump actuation by mapping chemical gradients and relevant electrokinetic parameters, 
contrasting experiments with numerical simulations26,27. These studies have also revealed the 
importance of surface chemistry in controlling the involved reactions. We have also explored 
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metal/semiconductor pumps to get a better understanding of light-driven actuation28. We will 
show that, in this case, the chemomechanical actuation also features competing mechanisms that 
dictate the final motion. Surface roughness becomes a pivotal parameter that determines the 
prevalence of one mechanism over the other29.   
These studies with pumps are very relevant for their swimmer counterparts, shedding light on 
their motion mechanisms and providing useful clues for the design and optimization of phoretic 
systems. 
2. BIMETALLIC PUMPS   
2.1. Chemical reaction mapping and quantification of electrokinetic parameters  
Research efforts were first devoted to characterize Au/Pt micropumps in H2O2, since they 
represent the analogs of the pioneering Au/Pt swimmers26. Many details were unknown on the 
mechanism itself, the electrochemical reaction production, and electric field generation. We 
applied a set of experimental techniques complemented with numerical simulations to provide a 
better scenario of the chemomechanical actuation26,27.   
Micropumps were fabricated by patterning 30–50 μm diameter platinum discs on gold surfaces 
using electron-beam lithography or through physical masks (stencils) followed by electron-beam 
evaporation and oxygen plasma treatment. The micropumps were then immersed in H2O2 to 
trigger the fluid motion. In order to probe the mechanism and quantify the relevant 
electrohydrodynamic parameters, we optically monitored the motion of differently charged 
particles. Specifically, we used positive particles (with a zeta potential 𝜉𝑝+=46 mV), negative 
particles (𝜉𝑝-=-83 mV) and quasi-neutral particles (𝜉𝑝0=-12 mV).  
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Figure 4. a) Scheme depicting the behavior of differently charged tracers together with optical 
images of the pumps interacting with positive and negative tracers in 1% H2O2. b) Radial 
velocity of positive (p+) and quasi-neutral (p0) particles as a function of the radial coordinate. 
The plot origin corresponds to the Pt disc center that spans an area represented by the yellow 
region. Experimental (circles) and simulation (solid lines) results of the radial electric field (c) 
and fluid velocity (d) showing an excellent agreement. Optical image of the Pt/Au pump (e) 
together with a proton mapping extracted from fluorescence measurements with pH indicators 
(f). Schematics representing proton production and consumption (g) and electric field and fluid 
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flow direction at the pump (h). Figures 4 a-f reprinted with permission from ref. 26. Copyright 
2013 by The American Physical Society. 
The motion analysis of differently-charged tracers represents a powerful strategy to extract the 
strength and direction of the self-generated electric field and fluid flow. This was accomplished 
by considering that the radial velocity (𝑉𝑟𝑝) of the tracer particles has two contributions: one 
coming from their charge (electrophoretic velocity, 𝑉𝑒𝑓) and the other arisen from the fluid flow 
(𝑉𝑟𝑓):  
𝑉𝑟𝑝 = 𝑉𝑒𝑓 + 𝑉𝑟𝑓 =  
𝜀𝜉𝑝𝐸𝑟
𝜂
+ 𝑉𝑟𝑓 ,          (1)            
where 𝜀 is the fluid permittivity, 𝜉𝑝 the particle zeta potential, 𝐸𝑟 the electric field radial 
component, and η the fluid viscosity. Positive and negative particles are more sensitive to the 
electric field whereas quasi-neutral particles interact weakly with it hence being especially useful 
for tracking the fluid flow. Figure 4a summarizes the different motion types observed. Positive 
tracers moved toward the Pt disc, whereas negative particles got expelled forming a repulsion 
area around the Pt edge. Such behavior indicated the presence of an electric field pointing toward 
the Pt disc. Quasi-neutral particles moved toward the disc but then drifted upwards in the 
direction normal to the disc tracing the liquid’s flow.  Figures 4 c and d show the quantification 
of the radial strength of the electric field and fluid flow extracted from the velocities of  positive 
(p+ ) and quasi-neutral (p0) particles (Fig. 4b) using eq. 1, 
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Both the radial fluid velocity and electric field increase as the disc center is approached. With 
the calculated values of 𝐸𝑟(𝑟) and 𝑉𝑓(𝑟) the substrate zeta potential (𝜉𝑤) was estimated from the 
standard expression of the electro-osmotic velocity: 
𝑉𝑓(𝑟) = − 
𝜀𝜉𝑤𝐸𝑟 (𝑟)
𝜂
                                                   (4) 
yielding a reasonable value (-33 mV) expected for noble metals21,26. 
The electric field and fluid flow direction, pointing from Au toward Pt, were surprisingly 
opposite to the ones found on their Au/Pt swimmers counterparts. In the case of swimmers Pt 
acted as the anode for H2O2 decomposition, with the consequent proton production, whereas Au 
acted as the cathode, with proton consumption, inducing an electric field from Pt to Au20. In 
order to probe the electrochemical reaction in our bimetallic pumps, we mapped the proton 
distribution with fluorescent pH indicators using ratiometric confocal fluorescence microscopy26. 
It was found that the proton concentration decreases as approaching the Pt disc, changing by 
almost one order of magnitude along the radial direction. These measurements proved that in our 
case protons are produced at Au and move towards the Pt disc where they are consumed. This 
confirms the roles of Au and Pt as anode and cathode, respectively, in our pumps. The 
discrepancy in the direction of the redox reaction, and electric and velocity fields in the Au/Pt 
pumps as compared to the swimmers, highlights the importance of the metal electrode surface 
chemistry, as explained in the next section26. 
The experimental results were confirmed and reproduced by numerical simulations solving, in a 
coupled way, the governing equations of the electrochemical reaction, mass and charge transport, 
electric field and fluid flow26. The solid lines in Fig. 4 c and d show an excellent agreement 
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between experimental data and simulations for the spatial dependence of the electric field and 
fluid flow. The simulations also demonstrated that the electric field extends above the double 
layer in the region of electroneutrality and confirmed that it is originated by a proton current 
from anode to cathode rather than by any lateral charge asymmetry inside the double layer27. In 
addition, simulations were used to assess how micropump performance depends on parameters 
such as zeta potential, ionic strength or geometry, giving important clues for achieving an 
optimal motor operation27.  
Altogether, our studies provided a complete picture of the operational mechanism of catalytic 
micropumps. The pump works by electro-osmosis driven by an electric field generated by H2O2 
oxidation and reduction at Au and Pt, respectively. The redox reaction produces protons at the 
anode that are consumed at the cathode, building up a proton gradient that induces a net current. 
The proton current from anode to cathode generates an electric field triggering a fluid flow by 
electro-osmosis26. For pumps with negative surface potential, as in our case, the flow occurs in 
the same direction of the electric field. 
 
2.2. Surface chemistry 
Another important conclusion of those studies is the crucial role of surface chemistry26. One 
remarkable observation was the absence of motion on as-prepared Au/Pt pumps.  An activation 
step with oxygen plasma was needed to trigger the electrohydrodynamic process in H2O2. Such 
dramatic differences in pump performance are illustrated in Figure 5 which shows comparatively 
the positive tracer trajectories on samples with and without oxygen plasma treatment. Oxygen 
plasma removes resin contaminants from devices fabricated by electron-beam lithography. As a 
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consequence, the catalyst becomes more active for triggering the chemomechanical actuation. 
Micropumps fabricated from stencils are free from chemicals and resins but still, the activating 
plasma treatment was necessary. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and electrochemical characterization based on Tafel 
measurements were performed to understand the treatment effects and to better assess the surface 
chemistry impact on the electrochemical behavior of the surfaces. Tafel measurements are very 
useful to determine the mixed potentials of platinum and gold, that is, the potential at which there 
is no net redox reaction and the current is zero30. Extracting the mixed potentials helps to predict 
the redox role of such metals when they are electrically connected in presence of redox species. 
The metal which exhibits a more positive mixed potential would act as cathode whereas the 
metal with a more negative mixed potential would act as anode26,30. The higher the difference 
between mixed potentials, the higher is the driving force for the catalytic actuation. Figure 5 
shows the Tafel plots for Au and Pt electrodes in presence of H2O2 without and with plasma 
treatment. In absence of the cleaning treatment, the mixed potentials for Au and Pt are very 
similar. After the treatment, the mixed potential of Pt appears at a higher voltage than that of Au. 
These measurements confirmed the experimental results obtained with charged tracers: i) plasma 
treatment increases the driving force for the electrochemical reactions, boosting fluid motion and 
ii) the unexpected role of Au as anode and Pt as cathode in our micropumps. 
XPS measurements revealed that the plasma treatment not only can remove remaining 
contaminants but also modify the Au/Pt surface chemistry by adding oxygen moieties. Figure 5 
shows the XPS spectra of Au4f and Pt4f core levels for the untreated (e,g) and plasma treated 
(f,h) samples, respectively. The untreated samples show the characteristic spin-orbit splitting 
doublet corresponding to the metallic bonding. However, in the treated samples, additional 
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shoulders at higher binding energies are observed arising from oxidized Au and Pt states. These 
results clearly show that pretreatment changes the surface chemistry of the metals which finally 
has an impact on the electrochemical reaction rates. Moreover, the presence of oxygen 
functionalities (oxides and hydroxides) on such metals can contribute to confer more negative 
zeta potential to the catalysts and hence promote the fluid motion. We know from numerical 
analysis that the fluid velocity increases with the zeta potential, being largely depressed for 
weakly charged surfaces27.  
We believe that the surprising opposite redox role of Au and Pt in swimmers versus pumps roots 
in the high sensitivity of electrocatalysis on metal surface chemistry. The swimmer 
manufacturing undergoes a series of fabrication steps (metal electrodeposition in templates, 
removal of metallic sacrificial layers, removal of the template, etc.) which could contribute to 





Figure 5. Optical images of Au/Pt pumps interacting with positive particles. The images show 
the particle trajectories at the pumps without (a) and with plasma treatment (b). Tafel plots of Au 
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surfaces without (e and g) and with plasma treatment (f and h). Figures 5 d-h reprinted with 
permission from ref. 26. Copyright 2013 by The American Physical Society. 
3. METAL/SEMICONDUCTOR PUMPS 
3.1. Photochemical activation with visible light 
The use of light for on-demand motion control is very attractive given its fast switchable 
capabilities and wireless/remote propagation. In this section, we introduce a new example of how 
pumps can be used to probe photoactivated reactions for triggering fluid motion28. These studies 
are very useful to test the performance of different materials as a first step towards the 
development of optimized photochemical swimmers, which are more complex to characterize 
and manufacture. In this case, the micropump was made of Pt or Au discs patterned on silicon 
and could be controlled with visible light provided by the low electronic energy band-gap of 
silicon28. Surprisingly the pump could be fueled just by water under visible illumination. 
However, an enhancement of the catalytic actuation was achieved when using more reactive 
species such as H2O2. Again by applying the set of techniques described previously, we could 
extract the electrokinetic parameters and image the proton gradient which is the typical product 
of anodic reactions when using hydrogen-containing fuels. Figure 6a shows a proton gradient 
map in water using fluorescent pH indicators activated in the visible range. High proton 
concentration is observed on the silicon side, whereas proton depletion is observed on the metal 
side. Although the exact photochemical pathway is not well known, the protons production at 
silicon supports anodic reactions mediated by water at the semiconductor interface, whereas the 
proton decrease on the metal side is compatible with proton consumption due to cathodic 
reactions at the Pt interface28. By contrast, no proton gradient was generated when an insulating 
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layer is placed between the metal and the semiconductor, as depicted in Figure 6b. This finding 
suggested that electron transfer between the semiconductor and the metal is important to make 
this pump operative.   
The interaction of the pump with differently charged particles also supported the redox 
behavior of Si as anode and Pt as cathode. The electrohydrodynamic process was triggered just 
in presence of the optical microscope white light. Positive tracers moved toward the Pt disc and 
stuck on it, negative particles were repelled from the Pt disc, and quasi-neutral tracers moved to 
the disc and then drifted upwards. Again the proton gradient and the trajectories of charged 
particles indicated an electro-osmotic mechanism with a self-generated electric field and fluid 
flow pointing in the same direction from Si to the Pt disc. Interestingly the photogenerated 
electric field with water as fuel was found to be rather weak (80 V/m, almost 4 times smaller 
than that in Au/Pt pumps). Despite the weak electric field, the fluid velocity was comparatively 
higher (⋍ 9 μm/s) than in the case of the Au/Pt device (⋍ 6 μm/s). Such striking behavior is a 
consequence of the more negative zeta potential of Si as compared to those of noble metals,  
which makes the electro-osmotic fluid motion sizable even though the electric field generated by 
the reaction is weak (eq. 4). 
The photochemomechanical actuation of the silicon-based pump was largely amplified when 
adding H2O2. The tracer interaction with the pump followed the same trend as in the case of 
water but with a higher strength. Positive tracers approached the disc at high velocity (Fig. 6f) 
and the repulsion of negative tracers from the Pt disk became stronger. The self-generated 
electric field and fluid flow increased almost 9 and 5 times, respectively, as compared to those 
obtained in pure water28. 
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The most remarkable aspect of these photochemically activated pumps was the tunability of 
the chemomechanical actuation with light intensity28. Light becomes a powerful tool to 
selectively control the electric field strength and fluid flow and hence the mass transport to 
specific locations. Figure 6g shows the significant velocity decrease of positive tracers obtained 
by attenuating light intensity with a filter. Similarly, Fig. 6h shows the increase of the exclusion 
zone of negative tracers on Si/Pt pumps achieved upon increasing light intensity.   
Photoactivation of the chemomechanical actuation can be framed as a photo-catalytic effect 
enhanced by the presence of the metal. Upon light absorption in silicon, electron-hole pairs are 
generated. The holes generated at the semiconductor become oxidizing agents for the fluid or for 
the silicon itself whereas the injection of electrons at the metal counterpart transforms it as a 
reducing agent. The transfer of generated electrons from a semiconductor to a metal (Au or Pt) 
through their common interface is a well-known process and has been exploited to increase the 
efficiency of photo-catalysis in different applications28.   
Visible light-driven machines with the additional capability to work using just water hold 
relevant promise as switches for controlled mass transport in fluids but also for photoactivated 
driven swimmers operating with a more innocuous light source and fuel. In fact, recent studies 
have reported the development of visible light-driven Si/Au swimmers in water whose speed was 
modulated with light intensity31. The authors postulated a photoactivated reaction with silicon 
oxidation and proton generation at the silicon side and proton reduction at the Au side31. This 
scenario correlates well with our proton gradient imaging and the redox role of Si as anode and 




Figure 6. Mapping of the proton distribution on Pt/Si pumps (a) and Pt/Al2O3/Si in water (b). No 
proton gradient is generated at the pump when using an insulating layer between Pt and Si. 
Motion of positive tracers towards Pt disc (c) and repulsion of negative tracers from Pt (d). e) 
Schematics depicting direction of fluid flow and electric field. f) Comparison of the radial 
velocity of positive tracers in H2O and H2O2. Light effect on positive (g) and negative (h) tracers. 















3.2. Competing mechanisms on light driven motion 
More than one chemomechanical mechanism can be operating on micro/nanomachines, and 
the prevalence of one of them over the others depends on the experimental and fabrication 
conditions. We studied comparatively pumps with different metal roughness to explore potential 
competing mechanisms29. 
Si/Pt micropumps with patterned Pt discs of the same size and thickness were fabricated using 
two different metal deposition methods: sputtering and electron-beam evaporation (used in the 
pumps from the previous section). Sputtered Pt discs exhibit larger roughness than that obtained 
through e-beam deposition (> 10 times). The impact of Pt roughness on the pump performance 
was elucidated by tracking the motion of charged tracers exposed to different light intensities. 
The interaction of positive and negative tracers with the rough-Pt/Si and smooth-Pt/Si devices 
was strikingly different as depicted in Figure 7 c-f. In the case of smooth Pt/Si pumps, positive 
tracers moved towards the Pt disc at high velocity and were trapped on it whereas negative 
tracers were repelled forming a particle-free halo from the Pt edge. However, in the case of the 
rough Pt/Si pump, positive tracers moved toward Pt with much lower velocity and then drifted 
upward after crossing the Pt edge. More surprisingly, negative tracers moved towards the Pt disc 
and stuck on it. The quantification of the electrokinetic parameters revealed a remarkable 
decrease in the electric field strength (28 times lower) and in the fluid flow (6 times lower) in the 
rough Pt case as compared to the values obtained with the smoother pump. Moreover, for the 
rough Pt the motion of tracers did not show any significant variation with light intensity, in 
contrast to the smooth Pt/Si device in which a remarkable decrease of the positive tracer velocity 
with light attenuation was observed. These findings suggested another mechanism taking over 
the photoactivated electro-osmotic one.  
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Figure 7.  Schematics of smooth (a) and rough (b) Pt/Si pumps together with their respective Pt 
topographic AFM images taken at the same z scale. c-f) Interaction of positive and negative 
p-doped Si
Pt





























tracers with smooth and rough pumps. Schematic drawings of the particle trajectories are also 
included for each pump. Reprinted with permission from ref. 29. Copyright 2017 by The 
American Chemical Society. 
 
To better study such competing mechanism, the photoactivated electro-osmotic process was 
suppressed by introducing a thick insulating layer (1 μm) of SiO2 between Si and Pt, thus 
blocking the electron transfer between the semiconductor and metal. Interestingly the motion of 
positive and negative tracers in the Pt/SiO2 followed the same trend than in the case of the rough 
Pt/Si pump, being also light insensitive. Evaluation of the motion of different tracers yielded a 
fluid flow pointing towards Pt and a small electric field pointing outwards, in the opposite 
direction to the one observed in the photoactivated electro-osmosis. The electric field strength 
was too weak to repel the positive tracers from the Pt surface. As a result, the positive tracer 
motion was dominated by the fluid flow which pointed inward to the Pt disc. It is important to 
highlight that such weak electric field cannot explain a chemomechanical actuation based on 
electro-osmosis since it should have triggered a fluid flow in the same direction of the electric 
field, given the negative zeta potential of the pump. Therefore, the fluid driving mechanism in 
the rough Pt/SiO2 pumps correlates better with a diffusio-osmosis process induced by the direct 
decomposition of H2O2 at the rough Pt surface. As a result, the fluid moves towards the region 
where the reaction takes place, that is, the Pt disc where the solute concentration is higher. The 
origin of the small electric field is still an open question.  
The findings with Pt/SiO2 pump help to understand the degraded light-driven performance of 
rough Pt/Si pumps in view of two competing mechanisms, as illustrated in Fig. 8. One of them is 
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the electro-osmotic process triggered by the photoactivated reaction which takes place in two 
separated redox reactions at Si and Pt, generating an electric field and fluid flow in the same 
direction toward Pt. This mechanism would prevail on smooth Pt/Si devices. The other 
mechanism seems to be neutral diffusio-osmosis, since the small electric field is not responsible 
for triggering fluid flow. Such mechanism could be rooted in the direct decomposition of H2O2 
on Pt without Si mediation, provided by the excellent catalytic properties of Pt. The H2O2 
decomposition at the Pt region would generate a fluid flow towards the Pt structure to 
compensate the higher solute concentration and higher osmotic pressure. This process is not light 
responsive and such chemical pathway would be more favored on rough Pt/Si devices29.  
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Figure 8. Schematics depicting the two competing mechanisms: the photoactivated electro-
osmosis which prevails on smooth Pt/Si pumps and the light insensitive diffusio-osmosis which 
dominates on rough Pt/Si. Reprinted with permission from ref. 29. Copyright 2017 by The 
American Chemical Society. 
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We have also found depression of the photoactivated mechanism when fabricating Pt/Si 
swimmers with the Pt segment deposited with sputtering. Figure 9 shows a SEM image of Si/Pt 
swimmers together with their velocities when immersed in 1% H2O2. The swimmer velocities 
did not show a clear trend with light intensity. The figure also compares the swimmer motion 
when a thick insulating layer (100 nm) of SiO2 is introduced between Si and Pt to completely 
block the electron transfer between them and hence the light driven half reactions taken place 
separately at Si and Pt segments. In this case the swimmers moved with slightly lower velocity 
and their motion was insensitive to light as expected for a diffusiophoretic process. In view of 
the previous results, the direct H2O2 decomposition on Pt is the dominating chemical pathway at 
rough Pt/Si swimmers, inducing a chemomechanical actuation controlled more by a 
diffusiophoretic mechanism. 
 
Figure 9. a) SEM image and trajectories of rough Pt/Si swimmers. The silicon rods were 
fabricated in p-doped silicon wafers using colloidal nanolithography and metal (Au) assisted 
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chemical etching. Next, a Pt cap (20 nm) was deposited on the Si rods by sputtering at grazing 
angle. The Si/Pt nanorods were finally treated with oxygen plasma and released to the fluid by 
sonication. b) Mean velocity of rough Pt/Si and rough Pt/SiO2 swimmers vs light intensity. c) 
Schematics of the competing chemical pathways: the photoactivated H2O2 decomposition taken 
place separately at Si and Pt; and the light-insensitive decomposition of H2O2 taken place only at 
Pt. 
4. Conclusions 
Beyond their potential applications, micropumps, as immobilized motors, are ideal candidates for 
understanding the complex interrelation between electrochemical reactions and hydrodynamics. 
We have implemented a combined set of experimental and theoretical tools to systematically 
study their chemomechanical actuation and accomplish a better understanding, quantification, 
and identification of the key parameters controlling fluid motion. This has been exemplified by 
applying such methodology to bimetallic and light driven semiconductor/metal pumps. By 
mapping the proton gradient and quantifying the spatial distribution of key electrokinetic 
parameters such as the electric field and fluid flow, it has been possible to identify the motion 
mechanisms. We have shown that surface chemistry is crucial in setting the roles of 
anode/cathode at motors and hence on controlling the redox reaction direction. We have also 
identified two competing mechanisms on semiconductor/metal pumps: photoactivated electro-
osmosis and diffusio-osmosis, stemming from different chemical pathways in the fuel 
decomposition. We have found that surface roughness becomes crucial to dictate the prevailing 
chemical pathway and consequently boost or suppress one mechanism over the other. 
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All these experimental and theoretical studies with pumps open new avenues for a better 
understanding and design of their swimmer counterparts. Novel fuels, materials and driving 
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